List of countries to obtain visa upon arrival for 90 days only

Notes:
- Citizens of the above mentioned countries can obtain the visa upon arrival valid for 90 days from date of entry
with their normal passports.
- The visa is not extendable at all.
- Their passports should be normal one & valid for more than 6 months.
- The visa holder can use the visa upon arrival validity (90 days) to be consumed within (180 days) from the 1st
date of entry. For more information kindly contact Amer service.
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List of countries to obtain visa upon arrival for 30 days + 10 days
grace period

16

China

الصين

71

Russia

روسيا

Notes:
- Citizens of the above mentioned countries can obtain the visa upon arrival valid for 30 days from date of entry
with their normal passports.
- The visa is extendable (total validity if extended would be 60 day from the date of entry)
- Their passports should be normal one & valid for more than 6 months.
- This visa is considered as Multi-entry visa which allows the visa holder to consume the visa validity (40 days)
regardless of being inside or outside UAE. Note that any number of day the visa holder stay outside UAE It
would be calculated from the 40 days validity of the visa. For more information kindly contact Amer service.
- South Korea nationals can obtain 90 days single entry visa upon arrival to UAE borders.
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